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A B S T R A C T

The huge amount of solvents used in the semi-conductor and display industry typically result in waste of
valuable solvents which often form complex azeotropic mixtures. This study explored a recovery process
of a quaternary waste solvent, comprising methyl 2-hydroxybutyrate, propylene glycol monomethyl
ether acetate, ethyl lactate, and ethyl-3-ethoxy propionate. In this study, a novel shortcut column method
with a graphical approach was exploited for the distillation column design of complex quaternary
azeotropic mixtures. As a result, the proposed shortcut method and design procedure solved the complex
separation paths successfully with less computational efforts while achieving all requirements for
component purity.
© 2018 The Korean Society of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights

reserved.
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Introduction

Technology has advanced in the last decade, with positive effects
on many industrial sectors. Currently, the display and semiconductor
material manufacturing industry is among the most important and
largest industries in the world. Integrated circuits (ICs) and thin flat
transistor liquid-crystal displays (TFT-LCDs) are major products in the
semiconductor industry. Flat-panel displays, such as TFT-LCDs, plasma
display panels (PDP), and light-emitting diode (LED) arrays, are widely
used in everyday life, replacing cathode ray tube technology because
they are lighter, thinner, lower in power consumption, and less
harmful to the environment [1]. Thinner solvents are used as basic
materials for washing photoresist in semiconductor processing; the
solvents can extract the excess photoresist on the edge portion and
backside of awafer, wherein the photoresist layer is used as a mask [2].
Propylene glycol monomethyl ether (PGME) and propylene glycol
monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA) are the primary solvents because
they can be used alone or as a mixture. The secondary solvent is
preferably ketone-based, ester-based, or a mixture thereof. Preferred
ester-based chemicals include ethyl lactate (EL) and methyl 2-
hydroxybutyrate (HBM), while preferred ketone-based chemicals
include cyclohexanone, heptanone, and lactone. These solvents can be
used alone or in a mixture [3]. Another solvent often included in such
mixtures is ethyl-3-ethoxy propionate (EEP) [2]. However, with the
efficient improvement of semiconductors, the increasingly large
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amounts of solvents used in the industry have increased production
costs and the risk of environmental damage. The majority of valuable
chemicals are discharged during the manufacture of display and
semiconductor materials, which create a different waste solvent
product and requires a different treatment process. It is therefore very
important for TFT-LCD and IC manufacturers to minimize production-
related costs, as well as to protect the environment from industrial
waste. Oneapproach toachieve both aims is the collection and reuseof
process chemicals.

Distillation processes have demonstrated the capability to
recover valuable solvents from waste solvents [1,4]. Different
solvents used in the semiconductor manufacture process yield
different waste solvent compositions which require varied
distillation process sequence. PGMEA can be recovered by various
distillation processes from mixtures of PGMEA with other
constituents or undesirable components [5,6]. Recently, PGMEA
and PGMEA were recovered by a heterogeneous azeotropic
dividing-wall distillation column from a PGME + PGMEA + water
mixture [7]. In this study, the recovery process of a quaternary
waste solvent from real industrial waste, comprising HBM, PGMEA,
EL, and EEP, was investigated. This quaternary mixture involves the
formation of azeotropes. This work analyzes the four-component
mixture, vapor–liquid equilibrium (VLE), and feasibility of
separation while demonstrating a practical design method.

Background

In distillation synthesis, the feasibility split is an important
factor. For ideal or non-azeotropic solutions, feasibility is not an
hed by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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issue, as the volatility order is a solid indicator. A greater difference
in the relative volatility from unity indicates easier separation. The
number of distillation columns in the sequence for sharp splitting
can be easily determined as the number N of components in the
mixture minus 1 (i.e., N � 1). Many effective methods are available
for the shortcut design of non-azeotropic distillation columns. The
Fenske–Underwood–Gilliland (FUG) [8–10] method is the most
typical shortcut approach and is commonly used by various
commercial process simulation software suites, such as Aspen
Hysys, Aspen Plus, and PRO/II. This method can be used for
multicomponent mixtures with constant molar overflow and
constant relative volatilities. At constant volatility, every relation
y–x has the same ratio. However, the assumption of constant
relative volatility is poor for many non-ideal mixtures. Even the
relative volatility of any two components varies more or less
throughout the column for ideal or near-ideal systems. For a
mixture that forms an azeotrope, the changes in the volatility order
enable many splits which are difficult to be assessed. Azeotropic
mixtures cannot be separated by conventional distillation, because
an azeotrope behaves like a pure component in distillation [11]
with the relative volatility equal to 1, as shown in Fig. 1.

The inconstant relative volatility of azeotropic mixtures is the
basic problem of distillation design [12]. Both the Underwood and
Fenske equations in the FUG method assume constant relative
volatility; thus, it cannot be used directly for azeotropic distillation
design and the separation sequence becomes a complex problem
that demands an appropriate method for successful treatment.

Several existing methods were graphically represented;
these use either residue curves or distillation lines using
ternary and quaternary maps which are useful tools to
graphically present material balances for the columns separat-
ing the azeotropic mixture. Levy et al. [13] developed the
boundary value method (BVM) using residue curves. BVM is
based on the liquid-phase composition profiles in the rectifying
and stripping sections of the column. Thong et al. [14] improved
the use of composition profiles in column design by proposing a
stage composition line approach. Bausa et al. [15] introduced
a rectification body method (RBM). A rectification body is a
graphical approach based on triangular rectification body
approximations of the liquid composition profiles to determine
the minimum energy requirement for multicomponent distilla-
tion. Antonio et al. [16] proposed an alternative design method
Fig. 1. Binary system, chloroform (A)-benzene (B).
for a homogeneous azeotropic distillation column. The design
method uses distillation line and tray-by-tray calculations with
an ideal stage and constant molar overflow assumption. Those
methods are suitable for either ternary or quaternary but
requiring computationally intensive calculation. Despite facili-
tating intuitive solutions to complex design, graphical
approaches show restricted visual convenience for higher
dimensional compositional spaces. However, the approach of
Knight and Doherty [17] allows the mathematics of topology to
overcome these visual limitations. Rooks et al. [18] advanced
this method by developing algorithmic procedures to analyze
the distillation region for n-component homogeneous mixtures.
Thong and Jobson [19] extended this equation-based method for a
new feasibility test. The method presents an algorithm for
systematically identifying all such submatrices and all compart-
ments for the column sequence synthesis of multicomponent
homogeneous azeotropic distillations. Despite the detail of the
solution, azeotrope system representation by equation-based
methods is complex. Vogelpohl [11] showed that a binary
azeotrope system could be simplified into two ideal sub-systems,
as shown in Fig. 1. The azeotrope is treated as a pseudo-component
in the different zeotrope sub-systems. The same concept can be
applied to ternary systems; the number of zeotrope sub-systems is
determined by the total number of distillation regions in a certain
azeotrope system. Liu et al. [20] developed a shortcut design
method using Vogelpohl’s approach for the column-separation of
the azeotropic mixture by treating azeotropes in the system as a
pseudo-component. The classical FUG approach is utilized to
design columns separating azeotropic mixtures for transformed
VLE compositions in terms of singular points. Moreover, the
compartments can be rigorously defined and linearly
approximated. This method, implementing the FUG approach in
the azeotropic system, is less accurate than BVM. However, the
use of the FUG method is computationally efficient in
application to non-azeotropic mixtures because there is no need
for pinch point calculation and stage-by-stage mass balance
calculation. The result of the FUG shortcut method can be used for
rigorous simulations in more powerful commercial simulation
software.

Shortcut column method

The use of the FUG shortcut method is efficient for a practical
solution because it is simple in use and permits fast scheme
screening from a large number of alternatives. Especially for
azeotropic distillation, shortcut method implementation is highly
attractive. Liu et al. [20] analyzed the efficient and valid use of the
FUG shortcut method in azeotropic systems. The Fenske and
Underwood equation can be used to determine the minimum
number of stages and minimum reflux ratio. Once those column
design parameters have been determined, the Gilliland correlation
can be used to determine the number of theoretical stages and the
finite reflux ratio.

In a residue curve map, the trajectory line is constructed by
tracing the residual liquid composition over time at total reflux.
Often, an arrow is assigned in the direction of increasing
temperature or toward the heaviest component [21]. The feed
and product material balance position point is found using the
lever rule. The feasibility split is obtained when the material
balance line between the top and bottom products intersect with
the same residue curve passing through the feed point [22]. Fig. 2
shows a residue curve map of benzene, toluene, and p-xylene as an
example with dash line as residue curve and material balance
lines; F, d, and b are the feed, distillate, and bottom, respectively.
Lines A and B are feasible splits for direct and indirect sequences,
respectively, at a total reflux. The split is impossible on the



Fig. 2. Residue curve map and material balance lines Benzene + Toluene + p-xylene
at 101.33 kPa.

Fig. 3. Quaternary residue curve map structure, distillation boundaries, and
azeotropes for the mixture of ABCD.
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intermediate split line C [23]. Line d1–b1 is feasible to split because
the top and bottom material balance positions belong to the same
residue curve line. When the top and bottom products on the line
z’–z” do not belong to the same residue curves, the split is very
difficult or even impossible.

The Fenske equation with the same treatment as the residue
curves at total reflux can be used to determine the proposed split
feasibility on a residue curve, even for difficult or impossible splits.
After two points corresponding to the top and bottom material
balance are determined, the Fenske equation, given in Eq. (1), can
be used. Nmin, α, D, B, x, LK, and HK are the minimum number of
stages, relative volatility, distillate product, bottom product, mole
fraction, light key component, and heavy key component,
respectively [24].

Nmin ¼
log xLK;D

xHK;D
:
xHK;B
xLK;B

h i

log aLK;HK
� � ð1Þ

log aLK;HK
� �

is inversely proportional to Nmin. The value
log aLK;HK

� �
approaches zero when the relative volatility between

LK and HK shows an insignificant difference. Thus, the Nmin value
becomes very large. The number of equilibrium stages at finite
reflux determined by the Gilliland correlation is even larger. When
the feed and product compositions traverse a compartment
boundary in an azeotrope system, the shortcut method shows a
very large number of stages and the separation is either very
difficult or infeasible. The FUG shortcut method can easily identify
such splits with greater computational efficiency compared to
BVM or RBM [20].

Shortcut column application in the simulator adopting the FUG
shortcut method using LK and HK as the required input
specification can easily identify the feasibility split between two
random points. For example as shown in Fig. 2, the material
balance line d1–b1 on the same residue curve passes through the F
point where LK is benzene and HK is p-xylene. The mole
composition of point d1 is 0.791, 0.163, and 0.046 for benzene,
toluene, and p-xylene, respectively; that of point b1 is 0.046, 0.432,
and 0.522 for benzene, toluene, and p-xylene, respectively. The
split between point d1 for the top product and b1 for the bottom
product on the same residue curve is feasible by shortcut method
calculation. Reversely, for line z’–z”, the material balance line
intersects different residue curves and the shortcut method
calculation result shows an infeasible split. Thus, the shortcut
method can also easily determine the split feasibility for any
random two points.
Process design procedures

Most of the mentioned methods are limited to homogeneous
azeotropic distillation with or without recycling exploitation.
However, other possibilities of advanced configuration must be
explored to extend the solution possibility for solving this design
problem in a more flexible way. The purpose of this work is not to
present a detailed novel method, but to solve the azeotropic
quaternary mixture problem for separating valuable waste
solvents using a valid existing simple procedure and a feasible
split by exploiting the FUG shortcut method. This current approach
does not rely only on homogeneous azeotropic distillation and
recycle, but explores other feasible advanced distillation config-
urations. The idea is to reduce the quaternary mixture to ternary
mixtures by the constraint of very high-purity target products;
then, a graphical approach for ternary mixture can be used
conveniently. Ternary maps facilitate a convenient intuitive
solution for ternary mixtures with creative design. This alternative
method depends on a given solution of two or three components
and is limited for quaternary design purposes.

Shortcut column application is exploited in the first split to
achieve the feasible split solution by reducing the four components
to two or three components. Note that the first split term means
the first separation is conducted to distribute components from the
mixture. Suppose the quaternary diagram for azeotropic mixture
ABCD is as shown in Fig. 3. The letters of ABCD correspond to
components with increasing boiling points, in which is A is the
lightest and D is the heaviest component. Az is the azeotrope point;
the numbering represents increasing temperature, for which Az1 is
the lowest azeotrope temperature and dotted lines are the
distillation boundary. Unlike the approach of Liu et al. [20] using
shortcut method on all singular points as the constituents and
linear approximations, this current work fully exploits the
capability of shortcut column application to solve the problem
by exploring all possible pairs of LK and HK specification; for
example, AC and BC. Because the given feasible split solution may
be within the region or compartment, the FUG shortcut method is
utilized to detect a feasible separation between the LK and HK of
two components, regardless of the split feasibility in detail. This
minimizes the effort of constructing composition transformations,
quaternary diagrams, and matrices by exploiting LK and HK. This



Table 1
Homogeneous azeotrope composition.

No. Component Mole basis Mass basis Temperature �C

1 HBM 0.8548 0.8403 136.81
PGMEA 0.1452 0.1597 136.81

2 PGMEA 0.8303 0.8455 145.47
EL 0.1697 0.1545 145.47

3 EL 0.8321 0.8002 154.10
EEP 0.1679 0.1998 154.10
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fulfills the design purpose of eliminating one component for the
next separation. The next separation must remove or recover one
component by separation based on the feasible conceptual route.
Shortcut column application is exploited to achieve the final
column design solution. The complete procedure is shown in Fig. 4.

Binary and ternary VLE

A commercial process simulator (Aspen Plus V9) was used for
the VLE prediction of the mixture, graphical design approach, and
shortcut and rigorous column simulations of each distillation
process. The non-random two-liquid (NRTL) activity coefficient
model and the Hayden–O’Connell (HOC) second virial coefficient
model with association parameters were used for VLE prediction.
The binary interaction set was unavailable in the default Aspen
Plus databank (the purpose of this work is not high-accuracy
column design), so universal quasi-chemical functional-group
Fig. 4. Simple procedure for solving quaternary azeotropic mixture problem.
activity coefficient (UNIFAC) estimation was used to obtain a set of
pair parameters for the mixtures. The quaternary waste solvent
mixture contains HBM, PGMEA, EL, and EEP. There are three binary
homogeneous azeotropes in the mixture, as shown in Table 1.

The lightest and heaviest components form azeotropes with the
adjacent boiling-point components. Three homogeneous azeo-
tropes in the mixture limit the separation performance. This
condition hinders both direct and indirect sequence performance
for recovering very high-purity single target components. For
ternary mixture behavior, the number of possible ternary mixtures
can be solved by the concept of combinations without repetitions
[25]. The number of solutions is described by Eq. (2), where n is the
number of components, r is a combination, and ! is the factorial
symbol.

n!
r! n � rð Þ!

4!
3! 4 � 3ð Þ! ¼

4x3x2x1
3x2x1 1ð Þ ¼ 4

ð2Þ

Here, n = 4 and r = 3 for a ternary mixture in the quaternary
material. The result is 4 possible ternary mixtures. Ternary maps
include azeotropes and three distillation boundaries are present, as
shown in Fig. 5.

The three distillation boundaries in the mixture explain the
difficulty of separation. In the HBM + PGMEA + EL mixture, the
retrieval of each component is difficult because of the distillation
boundary existence. It is difficult to recover either HBM or PGMEA
from the HBM + PGMEA + EEP mixture by conventional distillation;
therefore, only one of the lighter components can be recovered at
high purity when the feed composition is located in a certain
distillation region. The same problem occurs for the HBM + EL + EEP
and PGMEA + EL + EEP mixtures. The final ternary mixture compo-
sition of HBM + PGMEA + EEP does not suffer from this distillation
boundary restriction. However, the flexibility of separation for this
mixture is hindered by the single distillation azeotropic point.
Thus, alternative distillation methods are required.

Feasible splits

Alternative or special distillation methods are required when
the component mixture has a high degree of non-ideality or large
deviation from an ideal solution. Some alternative solutions for
vapor–liquid separation solutions rely strongly on mixture
behavior in response to a given alteration in an operating condition
or relative volatility. Pressure alteration to shift the azeotropic
composition profile of a mixture is also used to retrieve a target
fraction for a homogeneous azeotropic system using pressure-
swing distillation (PSD) in the absence of a solvent. Only a few
mixtures are affected by pressure adjustments; however, feasible
binary separation of the quaternary mixture in this matter is
satisfied. The pairs of adjacent components are investigated
because the feasible separation of two components is only applied
to the product after the first components split process. The
azeotropic composition must differ by at least 5%, and preferably
by 10% or more, over a moderate pressure range; the differential



Fig. 5. Ternary map of four combinations of mixtures in mass basis.
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pressure is limited to �1013.25 kPa [26]. Table 2 shows the
pressure sensitivity for each pair of adjacent components. Pair
HBM + PGMEA shows an insignificant variation of azeotrope
composition over this pressure range. The pairs of PGMEA + EL
and EL + EEP do show azeotrope composition profiles with
sufficient sensitivities over the moderate pressure range. However,
PSD can only be applied to PGMEA + EL, as shown in Fig. 6(a); its
application to EL + EEP is limited by the tangent pinch at the given
pressure range, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Moreover, the EL + EEP pair
must be avoided in any binary mixture form, because separation
thereof is unattainable under simple distillation, PSD, and also
extractive distillation (ED) using an existing component as a
Table 2
Azeotropic composition over pressure range.

Binary mixture xi Pressure (kPa) xazi (Mass)a

HBM + PGMEA HBM 101.33 0.8403
506.63 0.8144
1013.25 0.7943

PGMEA + EL PGMEA 101.33 0.8455
506.63 0.7261
1013.25 0.6585

EL + EEP EL 101.33 0.8002
506.63 0.8722
1013.25 0.8929

a Azeotrope composition component i.
solvent. Thus, the pair of PGMEA + EL can be utilized for binary
azeotropic mixture separation.

Another method to overcome azeotrope in the mixture is the
modification of the selectivity of the species’ relative volatility. This
method utilizes an additional solvent to change the relative
volatility of mixture; however, the extra foreign component
increases the complexity of separation. Thus, only if a component
behaves as a relative volatility modifier in the original mixture is
this method favorable. The map contour in Fig. 5(b) shows a
mixture belonging to the (1.0–1a) class ternary diagram of
Serafimov’s classification [27] and also a common ternary map
for the ED method [28]. A binary azeotrope exists, and EEP as the
heaviest component behaves as a heavy entrainer. Moreover, EEP
does not form a new azeotrope with the remaining components.
The extractive capability of the heaviest component can be
determined by its capability to change the relative volatility of
another mixture. Fig. 7 shows that the relative volatility between
HBM and PGMEA increases as the ratio between the feed of EEP as
entrainer (FE) and the total HBM + PGMEA (FF) increases. Greater
increases of EEP correspond to greater increases in the relative
volatility of HBM/PGMEA. Furthermore, the mixture of HBM +
PGMEA is insufficiently sensitive to pressure, as shown in Table 2.
Therefore, the concept of ED can be applied when there is an
available binary mixture of HBM + PGMEA in the product and
available high-purity EEP from another product.

These feasible separations are for binary separation solutions.
Either PSD or ED is satisfactory for the purpose of this investigation
and can be used as a solution during the reduction in the number of



Fig. 6. (a) Vapor–liquid equilibrium for PGMEA + EL at 101.33 and 1013.25 kPa, (b) Vapor–liquid equilibrium for EL + EEP at 101.33 and 1013.25 kPa.

Fig. 7. Relative volatility between HBM and PGMEA by increasing EEP.
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components after the first split. General limitations in design exist
because this procedure does not rely on recycling and the design
target has a product specification requirement. First, when using
the shortcut with LK and HK, the split is at least a ternary mixture
or an unfavorable quaternary mixture, and the last third or fourth
component composition must in very low concentration or fed at
less than 0.1 kg/h to secure high purity and the recovery of any
product in the next separation. Second, the separation after the
first components split must recover one component with high
purity (�99% of mass), considering that the lowest target product
specification is 99% of the mass. This specification constraint is
applied to the binary and ternary mixtures. The use of this attempt
provides the shortest path for the separation process. However, in
the ternary mixture, feasible separation is determined not only by
the ternary mixture profile but also by the feed composition. If the
separation is impractical in simple distillation at atmospheric
pressure, the mixture profile may alter over a varying pressure
range. This attempt is only performed for a mixture in which the
azeotrope composition profile differs over the moderate pressure
range. If pressure adjustment does not provide feasible separation
or if the azeotrope composition profile is insensitive over the
moderate pressure range, the separation step re-utilizes the
component number reduction method that is used for first split.

The first split

The design purpose was to achieve a very high target product
purity for each constituent. The compositions of HBM, PGMEA, EL,
and EEP were more than 99% by mass, 99.5% by mass, 99% by
mass, and 99% by mass, respectively. All possible pairs LK–HK
were presented before the first components split. LK and HK
indicate the components with lower and higher boiling points,
and the mixture was performed in order of boiling point. The
boiling point order was 1. HBM: 137 �C; 2. PGMEA (145 �C); 3. EL
(154 �C); 4. EEP (168 �C). The heavier component could not be LK
for the lighter component. For example, in the HBM + PGMEA pair,
HBM = LK and PGMEA = HK, but PGMEA could not be LK. The
number of pairs could be simply solved by the concept of
combination without repetition by Eq. (2). For a mixture of four
components using pairs of LK and HK, six combinations of two
components existed. Six LK/HK pairs were used for the first
components split. The available pairs for the mixture of HBM,
PGMEA, EL, and EEP, following LK + HK order, are HBM + PGMEA,
HBM + EL, HBM + EEP, PGMEA + EL, PGMEA + EEP, and EL + EEP. Six
splits were available for the first split using the available shortcut
column application in Aspen Plus. Every split was specified by the
reflux ratio of 1.3� the reflux minimum to obtain nearly optimum
conditions for every split. The top product was specified for each
split case. The top product recovery ranges of these specifications
were 0.99–0.9999 for LK and 0.01–0.001 for HK. A range of
specifications was attempted until convergence and constraint
satisfaction was found. For convergence failure over a range of
specifications, the value of the specification was altered while
maintaining the constraints.

Split 1 contained HBM as LK and PGMEA as HK. The range of
specification failed to achieve a converged result. HBM as LK was
the lightest component, which was preferably completely recov-
ered in the top product. Then, the HK specification was adjusted
from 0.1 to 0.2 and PGMEA was separated by two compositions.
The result accommodated the design constraints; PGMEA was
divided into two significant portions to the top and bottom in a
process named the PGMEA Split route. HBM as LK was adjusted in
the bottom at very low composition with EL in the top at a very low
composition. This split type contained two components on the top
and three components in the bottom product. Split 2 contained
HBM as LK and EL as HK. The result was possible for EL of 0.01.
However, EL at the top was 1 kg/h. This split was similar to Split 1,
but Split 1 successfully maintained no loss of HBM by altering
PGMEA between 0.1–0.2 with very low EL at the top composition of
less than 0.1 kg/h. Because EL on the top was >0.1 kg/h, the top
product was considered as three components. This split type
contained three components on the top and three in the bottom
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product. Split 3 was similar to Split 2; it comprised HBM as LK and
EEP as HK. The top and bottom streams contained three
components with EEP as the dominant component in the bottom
product. Split 4 included PGMEA as LK and EL as HK. This split
completely separated the two components on both top and bottom
with HBM + PGMEA on the top and EL + EEP on the bottom.
However, the number of actual stages was excessive, at more than
352 stages. The number of stages was reduced to 170+ by varying
LK by 0.99 and HK by 0.01. The result showed that this split yielded
three components in both top and bottom. Split 5 consisted of
PGMEA as LK and EEP as HK. This split removed EEP in the bottom
stream with 99.98% by mass with very low levels of the other three
components in the bottom. This split was similar to an indirect
sequence, with three components on the top and one component
on the bottom product. The last split contained EL as LK and EEP as
HK, with results similar to split 5.

There were three separation routes from the first split results.
Route 1 contained two components in the top and three
components in the bottom. Route 2 contained three components
in the top and the bottom. The last was Route 3, equivalent to an
indirect sequence.

Projecting feasible split

The separation route represented the first split for the given
components. To establish the separation path after the first split,
simple distillation was utilized to remove at least one high-purity
component after the first split. If this could not be achieved by
simple distillation, then an available given feasible split was
utilized in the target mixture.

Route 1 (PGMEA split)
Route 1 induced two components on the top (HBM + PGMEA)

and three components on the bottom (PGMEA + EL + EEP). The
HBM + PGMEA mixture was separated by ED column without an
additional foreign solvent. Ternary PGMEA + EL + EEP contained
two distillation regions I and II. Distillation region II was divided
into two compartments by linearly approximating the compart-
ment boundary [20], as shown in Fig. 8. To obtain fast screening
feasibility, EEP was plausibly phase-pure separated from PGMEA +
EL + EEP, considering that the composition location was in one of
the Region II compartments. The bottom product composition
from the first split as a feed for the next separation was located in
one compartment of distillation region II and the direction of the
residue curve arrow was toward pure EEP in the bottom product.
Thus, EEP as the solvent could be recovered as a pure product and
Fig. 8. Separation profile on the ternary map of PGMEA + EL + EEP at 101.33 kPa.
shortcut method could be used because the reside curve in the
compartment behaved like that of a non-azeotropic mixture. An
indirect sequence line could be drawn passing through the feed
location F to show feasible top and bottom products, as shown in
Fig. 8. From the indirect sequence line, a very low EEP composition
was assumed in the top product. The separation result was
PGMEA + EL in the top and EEP in the bottom. After EEP was
recovered at the bottom, this component was used as a solvent for
HBM + PGMEA separation.

The next separation in the path was ED column. HBM was
possibly recoverable considering the increase in relative volatility
between HBM and PGMEA by the addition of EEP, as shown in
Fig. 7. PGMEA and the EEP solvent were removed in the bottom
product. No azeotrope formed between PGMEA and EEP, as
presented in Table 2. Then, simple distillation in the following
distillation process was easily applied to recover PGMEA as the top
product and EEP as the bottom product. The remaining compo-
nents in the mixture were PGMEA and EL. This azeotrope
composition profile of mixture was sensitive to pressure modifi-
cation, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The azeotrope PGMEA composition at
100 kPa was 0.8455 and that at 1 MPa was 0.6585 by mass as shown
in Table 2. The difference between the two azeotrope compositions
at the two pressures is approximately 22%, suitable for PSD.
Conceptually, PGMEA and EL were successfully recovered by PSD.
The complete path for Route 1 is shown in Fig. 9.

Route 2
There were three components in the top and bottom in this

route. The first split specification could be adjusted to gain
separation feasibility considering the three components each on
the top and bottom. The split basis was HBM + PGMEA + EL in the
top and PGMEA + EL + EEP in the bottom using shortcut column
method. The split variation was feasibly achieved by two courses.
The first course, namely Route 2a, used a low EL composition in the
top. EL was adjusted to approximately 0.1 kg/h, the minimal value
for a component considered as a single component in the mixture.
The result was approximately 50 column stages. The top product of
the first split provided a direct advantage regarding the low EL
composition for ED in the next separation using EEP as a solvent.
However, complete EEP retrieval was difficult in the next
separation using the bottom product composition of the first
split. Using ternary map information as shown in Fig. 8, EEP was
completely retrieved in the bottom product from the PGMEA +
EL + EEP mixture when the feed composition lay on the compart-
ment region among the linearly approximated compartment,
PGMEA, and EEP. However, to achieve similar result, pressure was
adjusted for separation after the first split. The binary azeotropic
compositions of PGMEA + EL and EL + EEP were varied over a
pressure range, as presented in Table 2. This affected variations in
the azeotropic composition of the ternary mixture PGMEA + EL +
EEP over the pressure range. Simple distillation could completely
retrieve EEP if the mixture composition from bottom of first split
were approximately at the around F position at 1013.25 kPa, as
shown in Fig. 10. The F point mass compositions of PGMEA, EL, and
EEP were 0.302, 0.139, and 0.559, respectively. EEP was used as a
solvent for HBM + PGMEA separation. The next step was PSD for
PGMEA + EL separation. This course is similar to Route 1 but
requires an additional high-pressure simple column in one of the
steps.

Another course named Route 2b distributed PGMEA at slightly
more than 0.1 kg/h in the bottom. The column result was also
approximately 50 column stages. This course capably recovered
approximately 99.92% EEP. The bottom product of the first split
provided a direct advantage for EEP as a solvent because of the
high purity of EEP and the very low compositions of PGMEA and
EL. The top product of the first split contained HBM + PGMEA + EL



Fig. 9. The sequence of Route 1 for quaternary mixture HBM + PGMEA + EL + EEP separation.

Fig. 10. Separation profile on the ternary map of PGMEA + EL + EEP with (F) at
1013.25 kPa.
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with 0.04 kg/h of EEP. At this point, EL was recovered with high
purity in the following separation shown in Fig. 11(a), but some EL
remained in the top product. In the next separation, the mixture
HBM + PGMEA + EL from the previous top product was used as a
feed (F2) at pressure 1013.25 kPa as shown in Fig. 11(b). PGMEA
was purely recovered but three components remained in the top
Fig. 11. (a) Material balance profile and F(1) as a feed at 101.33 kPa
product. Continuing this separation step gained no benefit
because of the long separation step; thus, component number
reduction method was re-utilized for separation of the ternary
mixture HBM + PGMEA + EL from the top product of the first split.
The ternary mixture was reduced to a binary mixture in the top
(HBM + PGMEA) and bottom (PGMEA + EL). ED was then imple-
mented for HBM + PGMEA separation using EEP as the solvent and
PSD for PGMEA + EL. The complete path of this route is shown in
Fig. 12.

Route 3 (same as Route 2b)
This route completely recovered EEP in the bottom and split

the three components in the top product by using the shortcut
column. The route was advantageous in recovering all EEP in one
distillation step. This route was similar to Route 2b because of the
three components in the top product and pure EEP in the bottom.
The ternary product composition (F1) from the top of the first
split caused difficulty in recovering all EL in the bottom of the
next separation, as shown in Fig. 11(a). This route was treated
using the Route 2b method until the final path because of the
similar VLE behavior. Moreover, because this route was indirect
sequence route, the bottom composition adjustment of the first
split to attain feasibility of the next separation using the top
product of the first split was out of the objective route. Thus, the
next separation product composition using the top product of the
first split had to be modified. The complete sequence of Route 3 is
shown in Fig. 12.
; (b) Material balance profile and F(2) as a feed at 1013.25 kPa.



Fig. 12. The sequence of Route 2b for quaternary mixture HBM + PGMEA + EL + EEP separation.
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Rigorous simulation

Shortcut column provided a distillation process for recovering
components from a quaternary azeotropic mixture. However, the
shortcut column approach used certain operation assumptions;
the result may differ in a rigorous column simulation solution. To
rigorously design the complete process, shortcut column simula-
tion was applied for columns, PSD and ED initialization followed by
rigorous column simulation.

Route 1 (PGMEA split)

The first split distributed HBM + PGMEA in the top and
PGMEA + EL + EEP in the bottom. This split divided PGMEA into
two parts, in which the bigger part went to the bottom product of
C1. The next separation, or C2, retrieved pure EEP in the bottom
product. This EEP was then utilized as a solvent in the C3 unit. HBM
was recovered in the top product of C3 while PGMEA + EEP went to
Fig. 13. Complete rigorou
the bottom product. PGMEA was separated from EEP in the solvent
recovery unit C4. EEP could be recycled in C2 as well as used as a
product to maintain material balance consistency. Columns C5 and
C6 were PSD units. The mixture PGMEA + EL was introduced to a
lower-pressure PSD to easier achieve the component purity
requirement. EL was recovered in C5 and PGMEA in C6. The
rigorous simulation perfectly represents the results in Fig. 9. All
target products met the purity requirement. The complete rigorous
simulation flowsheet is presented in Fig. 13.

Route 2a

This route was similar to Route 1 beside the introduction of the
bottom product of C1 to C2 at 1 MPa pressure. The increased
pressure was applied to recover almost pure EEP; then, EEP was
used as a solvent for ED column C3. The top product of C1 was
moved toward to C3 to recover high-purity HBM; however, the low
EL composition hindered the required PGMEA purity in the top
s column of Route 1.



Fig. 14. Complete rigorous column of Route 2a.
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product of C4. The top product of C4 contained approximately
79 kg/h PGMEA and 98.54 wt% that had to achieve 99.5 wt%
recovery. PGMEA in the top product of C4 was recovered by another
PSD. This condition was not preferable because it required adding
another PSD to the system. Alternatively, the top stream from C4
was introduced to C5 for PSD. This additional stream increased the
C5–C6 PSD reboiler duty. Unlike Route 1, this PSD was high-
pressure in C5 and low-pressure in C6 to facilitate high-purity
PGMEA and EL in the product. All target products achieved the
purity requirement. The complete rigorous simulation flowsheet is
shown in Fig. 14.
Fig. 15. Complete rigorous co
Route 2b and 3

This route was an indirect sequence that recovered pure EEP in
the bottom of C1. The mixture HBM + PGMEA + EL as the top
product of C1 was separated in C2. PGMEA was divided into two
fractions in which one fraction was recovered in the ED column
with 99.75 wt% purity in the top of C4; another one including EL
was processed in a PSD column. However, the problem in this route
was the bottom C6 PGMEA not reaching 99.5 wt%. The highest
PGMEA recovery from the bottom of C6 was 99% when EL was
99 wt% at the bottom of C5. To resolve this problem, the bottom
lumn of Route 2b and 3.



Table 3
Route 1 optimization result.

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

Number of stages 62 69 70 45 53 59
Feed location 35 45 60 26 5 30
Solvent feed location 22
Recycle location 16
Reflux ratio (mole) 10 3 6 20 5 7
Temperature (top) �C 136.9 145.7 137.0 145.9 144.4 244.5
Temperature (bottom) �C 152.9 168.1 165.5 168.1 154.5 250.0
Pressure (top) kPa 101.33 101.33 101.33 101.33 101.33 1013.25
Pressure (bottom) kPa 101.33 101.33 101.33 101.33 101.33 1013.25
Condenser duty (kWh) 202.5 142.2 99.9 86.6 529.7 369.0
Reboiler duty (kWh) 268.3 144.0 99.6 87.0 481.7 438.4
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product of C6 was treated in C4, which separated PGMEA and EEP.
This unfavorable solution caused the duty of C4 to increase
excessively. Alternatively, one column with very little energy was
introduced after C6. Then, PGMEA was successfully recovered at
more than 99.5 wt%. The complete rigorous simulation flowsheet
with the additional C7 is shown in Fig. 15.

Optimization

In this study, Route 1 shown in Fig.13 was chosen for optimization.
The result shows that Route 1 sequence has a simpler sequence than
the other routes. The optimization objective function is reboiler duty
for every column. The optimization variables are the reflux ratio,
number of stages, and feed location. The columns’ optimization, aside
from the last columns, was constrained by the purity specifications of
subsequent columns, because each column affects the other
consecutivecolumns in thesystem. The first column(C1)optimization
had to conform to the constraints of all subsequent columns. If the
optimization violated the constraints, the target product purity was
not satisfied.Optimization followedthesamerule for thenextcolumn.
In this optimization, all variables were manually optimized. The reflux
ratio was firstly minimized while maintaining the required purity and
constraints. Afterward, for the column structure optimization, the
number of stages was first varied over a wide range while maintaining
thecolumnproductpurityandotherconstraints.Thenumberof stages
was determined and fixed as the minimum number that entailed no
further apparent decreases in reboiler duty. The optimal feed location
was then found to yield the minimum reboiler duty after varying the
feed location. This optimal feed location search procedure was also
applied for finding the optimal recycling or solvent feed location. This
sequential optimization procedure was assigned for each column. The
optimization results are presented in Table 3.

Conclusions

This distillation process design for waste solvent recovery
exploited the shortcut method, instead of other complicated
methods. Despite the lower accuracy of the shortcut method
compared to other methods because of the assumptions it entails,
the shortcut method provides an efficient screening of feasible
separations. The shortcut method easily identifies feasible
separation between two target composition points. In the
simulator, these two points are represented as LK and HK.
Moreover, with graphical map aid throughout the design proce-
dure, the available solutions are easily projected until the final
target products are achieved. This method does not require
adjacency and reachability matrices to represent the residue curve
structures and separation regions; feasible splits are listed for all
feasible pairs LK and HK within all feasible separation regions.

During solution projecting, feasible separation could be tracked
within the components in the mixtures because the available
solutions were preliminarily listed for two or three components. If
separation was feasible, the step was simple with much less
computation. Moreover, this method did not depend on recycling,
but on the available separation by advanced columns (ED or PSD).
However, this method was only proven for quaternary mixtures, and
some limitations were required with disregard for component mass
flows of <0.1 kg/h to ensure the required target product purity. This
method could not be applied through single-method steps because,
along with the use of shortcut column method, the route relied on
graphical methods to find a final solution. Furthermore, the use of
shortcut column in the first splitonlyconsidered prediction between
LK and HK in the general distillation boundary or in at least one
compartment, unlike other more accurate methods that consider
calculations for every compartment. Despite some disadvantages,
the complete path of waste solvent recovery was easily obtained by
this simple procedure and all required target solvent purities were
achieved. In this design, three routes were determined, and Route 1
was chosen for manual optimization. The optimal complete path
indicated possible further improvements by energy integration. The
proposed waste solvent recovery process for quaternary azeotropic
mixtures may provide an attractive option for solvent waste
reduction in the display and semiconductor material manufacturing
industries.
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